
Unit 3 Summative Assessment Project 
Name:         Date:     Block:    

 

THIS Project IS DUE: Sunday November 17 by 11:59pm! 

Example for an opening from Sandra Un Jan written on October 09, 2017 who writes her promise to Dear 

Tomorrow.org: 

 When I try to imagine how the Earth looks like by the time you are reading this, only disasters, chaos and nature-
less pictures come to my mind. As if now, we have experienced some consequences of climate change: environments 
have been deteriorated affecting the people that live on [in] it. Regardless of these consequences, many people seem 
not to care or don’t see the evidence of climate change. On the other hand, there are some people trying to fight against 
this issue. When I come across these people they do amazing and huge changes but lamentably there are not many 
people like this yet. But don’t think that their change is in vain, because “in the open space of democracy every vote 
counts and every vote is counted”. This means that even if only a small change is made it is a huge step toward fighting 
against climate change. Based on this, I am hoping that the first lines of this letter made no sense to you and these 
people were able to make a change for the future which is now your present. 

Sincerely, 
Sandra 

 

 

I. Opening:  

 

II. Background information: PHOTOSYNTHESIS, CELLULAR RESPIRATION, & DECOMPOSITION. 

 

III. Examples of impacts on the Carbon Cycle: 

a. Forests:  

b. Greenhouse Effect: 

c. Oceans: 

d. Pollution & Plastics 

e.  Agriculture & Human Manufacturing 

 

IV. WHY DO WE CARE? Why do we care about climate change? Why SHOULD we care about climate 

change? What are the impacts on our future generations? What are people currently trying to do about 

it? What efforts towards sustainability both globally and locally are being done? What could someone 

just sitting at home do to help with sustainability efforts? 

 

“In the end, we will conserve only what we love. We love only what we understand. We will understand only 
what we are taught” 
 

 

 

 



Grade 5 4 3 2 0.1 
Respects 

Project 

Deadlines & 

Creativity 

 

The project is turned 

in much earlier than 

the deadline or on 

time and teacher 

was notified. Project 

was thought out, 

organized and 

visually appealing. 

The project is 

turned in earlier 

than the deadline 

or on time and 

teacher notified. 

Project was 

organized, and 

visually appealing. 

The project is turned 

in the day the project 

is due, but is late by a 

few minutes, and 

teacher notified. 

Content information 

was good, not very 

creative or appealing. 

The project is turned 

in after the deadline 

and correspondence 

to teacher was not 

made. Project 

seemed rushed, 

disorganized and 

not well thought 

out. 

Project was not 

turned in at all, 

and the teacher 

was not notified 

for the reason. No 

visual 

representation of 

the project given. 

Carbon Cycle 

Impacts on 

Living 

Organisms 

Describes in 

thorough detail how 

the processes of 

photosynthesis, 

respiration and 

decomposition 

relate to the carbon 

cycle. 

Describes in detail 

how the processes 

of photosynthesis, 

respiration, and 

decomposition 

relate to the 

carbon cycle.  

Describes in some 

detail how two of the 

three processes: 

photosynthesis, 

respiration, and 

decomposition, relate 

to the carbon cycle.  

Describes in little 

detail how one of 

the three processes: 

photosynthesis, 

respiration, and 

decomposition 

relate to the carbon 

cycle.  

 

 

Minimal to no 

description of 

carbon cycle and 

important 

processes. 

Knowledge 

& Research 

of Content 

Describes in 

thorough detail 

how the intertwining 

loop of the carbon 

cycle gets impacted 

with specific detail 

about forest, 

greenhouse gases, 

oceans, pollution, 

plastics, agriculture 

& manufacturing. 

Student can also 

connect all impacts 

back to the carbon 

cycle. Great time 

management 

Describes in 

thorough detail 

how the 

intertwining loop 

of the carbon 

cycle gets 

impacted with 

specific detail 

about forest, 

greenhouse gases, 

oceans, pollution, 

plastics, 

agriculture & 

manufacturing. 

Good time 

management 

Describes in some 

detail how the 

intertwining loop of 

the carbon cycle gets 

impacted with brief 

detail about forest, 

greenhouse gases, 

oceans, pollution, 

plastics, agriculture & 

manufacturing. 

Project seems rushed, 

disorganized and 

struggles with making 

connections. Decent 

time management. 

Describes in little 

detail how the 

intertwining loop of 

the carbon cycle 

gets impacted with 

little detail about 

forest, greenhouse 

gases, oceans, 

pollution, plastics, 

agriculture & 

manufacturing. 

Project seems 

rushed, disorganized 

and struggles with 

making connections. 

Struggled using 

time wisely. 

Minimal to no 

detail how the 

intertwining loop 

of the carbon cycle 

gets impacted 

with little detail 

about forest, 

greenhouse gases, 

oceans, pollution, 

plastics, 

agriculture & 

manufacturing. 

Project not 

completed; time 

not managed well. 

Living 

Organisms 

Impacts on 

Carbon Cycle 

Describes in 

thorough detail the 

role of living 

organisms in the 

carbon cycle. 

Discusses the 

impacts of changes 

in populations of 

certain organisms to 

the carbon cycle. 

Describes in detail 

the role of living 

organisms in the 

carbon cycle. 

Discusses some of 

the impacts of 

changes in 

populations of 

certain organisms 

to the carbon 

cycle. 

Describes in some 

detail the role of 

living organisms in 

the carbon cycle. 

Discusses few impacts 

of changes in 

populations of certain 

organisms to the 

carbon cycle. 

Describes in little 

detail the role of 

living organisms in 

the carbon cycle. 

Discusses no 

impacts of changes 

in populations of 

certain organisms to 

the carbon cycle. 

 

 
Minimal to no 

description of the 

role of living 

things in the 

carbon cycle. 

Significance Shows detailed 

understanding of the 

importance and 

implications of the 

carbon cycle on life 

as a whole and on 

humans. 

Shows 

understanding of 

the importance 

and implications 

of the carbon 

cycle on life as a 

whole and on 

humans. 

Shows some 

understanding of the 

importance and 

implications of the 

carbon cycle on life as 

a whole and on 

humans. 

Shows minimal 

understanding of 

the importance and 

implications of the 

carbon cycle on life 

as a whole and on 

humans. 

 

 
No understanding 

of significance. 

 


